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Abstract: In the lane-based signal optimization model, permitted turn directions in the form of lane markings that guide road users to turn at an intersection are optimized with traffic signal settings. The spatial queue requirements of approach lanes should be considered to avoid the overdesigning of the cycle, effective red, and effective green durations. The point-queue system employed in the conventional modeling approach is unrealistic in many practical situations. Overflow conditions cannot be modeled accurately, while vehicle queues are accumulated that block back upstream intersections. In a previous study, a method was developed to manually refine the traffic signal settings by using the results of lane-based optimization. However, the method was inefficient. In the present study, new design constraint sets are proposed to control the effective red and effective green durations, such that traffic enters the road lanes without overflow. The reduced cycle times discharge the accumulated vehicles more frequently. Moreover, queue spillback and residual queues can be avoided. One of the most complicated four-arm intersections in Hong Kong is considered as a case study for demonstration. The existing traffic signal settings are ineffective for controlling the observed traffic demand, and overflow occurs in short lanes. The optimized traffic signal settings applied to the proposed optimization algorithm effectively avoided traffic overflow. The resultant queuing dynamics are simulated using TRANSYT 15 Cell Transmission Model (CTM) to verify the proposed model. The model application is extended to handle the difficult residual queue scenario. It is found that the proposed model can optimize the traffic signal settings in cases where there are short initial residual queues.

Keywords: refinement of traffic signal settings; spatial queue length requirements; physical road length capacity; lane-based optimization method

1. Introduction

The lane-based optimization method is used to design signal-controlled intersections. Lane markings are directional arrows painted on the ground to visually guide road users to turn at intersections. Lane markings are defined as binary variables to be optimized with traffic signal timings to optimize the overall intersection performance. The best utilizations of all available traffic lanes should be realized to achieve the highest control efficiencies by avoiding unbalanced lane flow conditions. The original lane-based optimization method for designing signal-controlled intersections employs the unrealistic point-queue system that assumes infinite capacities on road lanes by stacking up all waiting vehicles vertically instead of spreading them horizontally along road lanes in the optimization process. Design objectives were set to let through as much traffic as possible within a signal cycle. Thus, the optimized signal timings tend to operate at the maximum allowable cycle length. However, overdesigning the cycle length may lead to long effective green and red durations in traffic signal settings. Vehicles would then accumulate to form long queues if long effective red
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... durations are implemented. For short lanes with limited physical holding capacities, the chances that such traffic queues block back upstream lanes are higher. This potential design defect in the original lane-based design framework should be fixed to improve solution quality and stability. Hence, this study developed new governing constraint sets that are fully compatible with extensions of the original lane-based optimization formulation to model the spatial queue propagation in a signal-controlled system. Spatial vehicle queue formation and dissipation along every physical road lane is considered. The enhanced modeling framework is more realistic than utilizing the point (or vertical) queue system, and the optimization results effectively avoid spillback queuing problems. A case study using a realistic four-arm intersection is given as a demonstration. The spillback queuing problem exists when the observed traffic signal settings are implemented. The problem is relieved by operating the refined traffic signal settings optimized using the proposed algorithms. The resultant queue dynamics is verified using the TRANSYT 15 package, which is a software tailored made for macroscopic traffic modelling, signal optimization, and simulation. It can be also used for designing and evaluating single isolated road junctions to multi-signal-controlled and preset control traffic network. Signal timing is a key factor affecting traffic congestion at a junction itself and surrounding junctions. Traffic signal control is an effective way of reducing congestion. TRANSYT modelling can allow its signal plans to be used for fixed time signals and vehicle actuation maximum timings. These are the main reasons why this software is adopted.

2. Literature Review

In the last decades, various traffic research problems have been tackled (e.g., [1–5]). Methods for optimizing the traffic signal settings applied at signal-controlled intersections include the stage-based method (e.g., [6,7]), group-based method (e.g., [8–15]), and lane-based method (e.g., [16,17]). Cycle durations, green start times, and green durations are optimized to maximize the reserve capacity or minimize the total intersection delay. In the latest version of the lane-based optimization method, individual lane marking arrows for left-turn, straight-ahead, and right-turn movements were considered as discrete binary variables in a mixed-integer linear programming optimization framework (e.g., [16–20]). The lane-based approach is a direct extension of the conventional group-based (phase-based) design approach and is considered an offline design method. Peak hourly flow rates obtained from manual classified count surveys are used as model inputs for optimizing a set of cooperative lane markings. Lane markings, once painted on the ground, cannot be varied in daily operations. When proper lane marking designs are used, other online real-time methods may use the optimized lane marking patterns as model inputs to fine-tune signal timings dynamically [21]. The lane-based method has also been modified and applied to traffic signal optimization in signalized road networks by setting the peak hourly flow rates as demand flow inputs [22]. One of the main defects of the conventional stage-, group-, and lane-based designs is the unrealistic point-queue modeling system. Even with a positive maximum reserve capacity, the optimized traffic signal settings can lead to long queues. The maximum queue lengths may exceed the physical lane lengths. This leads to undesirable lane overflowing, which blocks back upstream intersections and lanes.

To effectively model the spatial queue dynamics, a CTM was developed to divide a single road link (a group of lanes) into series of unit cells with user-specified holding capacities. By updating the cell occupancies in discrete time steps, this CTM can be used to predict vehicle movements, queue development, and even spillback of physical vehicle queues, as shown in Figure 1. Moreover, a signalized CTM that controls the exit flow variations in signal cells (full saturation flow rate during green signal phase or zero exit flow rate during red signal phase for the signal cells) to optimize traffic signal settings for minimizing the total delay in the entire CTM system based on the scheduled demand inputs was developed. Based on the hydrodynamic theory of traffic flow, the macroscopic Lighthill–Whitham–Richards (LWR) model was formulated by incorporating the continuity (or conservation) equation as a partial differential equation and the fundamental flow–density relationship [23,24]. Daganzo [25,26] formulated the CTM for the LWR continuum model by using a...
trapezoidal or triangular fundamental diagram. In this CTM, a road lane was divided into multiple homogeneous sections or cells, and the time horizon was partitioned into discrete intervals or time steps. The traffic flow transmitted from an upstream cell to another downstream cell was prescribed based on the associated receiving and sending functions in terms of the free-flow speed, inflow capacity, jam density, and speed of backward shockwave. Again, Figure 1 shows the CTM of queue dynamics, which was adopted in [27,28]. The concepts of merge and diverge cells were introduced in the CTM to replicate traffic movements through a junction. Based on these movements, a road network was constructed and represented with a series of cells, and network traffic with multiple origin–destination (OD) pairs was modeled [27]. Lo [28,29] developed a mathematical programming approach to obtain a signalized CTM by introducing mathematical constraints for traffic signal controls, in which the exit flow capacity of a signal cell was controlled based on signal settings. Effective green durations were the key decision variables for network delay optimization. A dynamic intersection signal control optimization model based on the CTM was developed and applied to practical designs [30]. The latest application of the CTM can be found in [31] for a multi-objective optimization problem considering total delay minimization, throughput maximization, safety, and queue blocking back upstream intersections and lanes. Carey et al. [32] extended the CTM to model lane changes by permitting traffic to move not only along its original inflow lane but also in adjacent lanes. Bottleneck traffic patterns were simulated, and lane capacity reduction due to lane-changing activities was considered [33].

![Cell transmission model representation](image)

**Figure 1.** CTM of queue dynamics.

Total delay (and vehicle queuing) minimization using traditional stage- or group- (or phase-) based methods is a nonlinear but “convex” mathematical programming problem, with lane markings and lane flows being fixed as the parameters input by users. However, the lane-based method relaxes the lane markings as binary variables in the design optimization framework, and the associated lane flows, instead of being fixed parameters, become continuous variables in the optimization framework. This minor change simply alters the nature of the problem to nonlinear and “non-convex” for total delay minimization. The non-convexity can be verified by checking the Hessian matrix, which contains the second partial derivatives of the delay with respect to all the traffic signal timings and lane flow variables. The lane-based total delay minimization problem becomes a “non-convex” type binary mixed integer nonlinear programming problem. Piecewise linearization and exhaustive line search techniques, which work well for convex problems, are ineffective and inefficient for solving this non-convex problem. For solving such high-dimensional nonlinear non-convex mathematical
programming, a cutting plane method could be applied, in which a series of linear hyper planes is added until a sufficient number of linear planes is created to replicate the original nonlinear spherical shape of the solution space. The greater the number of hyper planes added, the better is the solution resolution and quality. The gap between the original total delay and the approximated total delay under the optimized settings was established as the indicator for achieving certain stopping criteria. A few new reliable stopping criteria were established to terminate the solution process (continued addition of hyper planes during the solution process) based on the solution point densities with respect to number of hyper planes being added to the formulation [17]. To terminate the solution process effectively, the solution quality should attain a certain acceptance gap between the true total delay and the approximated total delay at the optimized solution point. To integrate the requirements of the solution gap and the solution density, a two-dimensional stopping criterion was used to accelerate the solution process by relaxing the solution convergence.

By integrating the lane-based design method with the signalized CTM, a very attractive and direct extension is obtained for utilizing all approach lanes to balance lane flow distributions and utilizations of individual lanes while fulfilling the spatial lane-holding capacities and controlling vehicle queuing to avoid spillback. Wong et al. [34] applied the signalized CTM to model a real intersection with shared lane markings permitting simultaneous left and right turns on nearside approach lanes. In general, the CTM permits different turning directions for signal cells at intersections, and the inflow into the first cell on a downstream link may originate from numerous upstream links through the corresponding sent flow variables. The proportions of sent flows from the ends of all the upstream links into a single downstream link should be specified. Difficulties in practical modeling emerge if the proportion of sent flow in the CTM (or the equivalent lane turning proportion in the lane-based model) is a model variable instead of a fixed user input. Sent flow itself is a model variable that should be equal to the assigned lane flow in the lane-based framework. Figure 2 shows cell representation of a shared lane with simultaneous left- and right-turn movements [34]. To model the shared lane markings in the solution process, the lane turning proportion must be a model variable because it depends on the lane marking patterns and the assigned lane turning flows. To merge these lane-based model parameters into the CTM platform, nonlinearity is induced to help solve a difficult mathematical problem.

![Figure 2. Cell representation of a shared lane with simultaneous left- and right-turn movements.](image)

Liu and Chang [35] reported that adjacent lane groups could easily be blocked when the corresponding lane markings and shared lane markings are not carefully chosen, especially for the approach lanes with (short) flare lanes under oversaturated conditions. Lu and Yang [36] estimated the
dynamic queue distribution in a signalized network by adopting a probability-generating model that modeled queue formation and dissipation, platoon dispersion, queue merging and diverging, queue spillover, and downstream blockage as stochastic events. Liu and Wong [37] developed a heuristic solution algorithm to refine the traffic signal settings for the lane-based model outputs to avoid lane overflow and blockage of back upstream lanes. Excess green durations from non-overflow lanes were shifted as extra green durations to control overflowing lanes. Such a redistribution of green durations by following a manual iterative process is inefficient.

In the present study, we try to enhance the existing lane-based method for designing intersections with short approach lanes that have limited spatial holding capacities. New linear constraint sets are developed to control the effective red and green durations to ensure that waiting queues are not accumulated continuously until overflow but are discharged more frequently by employing shorter cycle lengths with well-balanced effective green and red durations. A case study involving a four-arm intersection with complex movement turns and short lanes is described to demonstrate the defects in the existing (observed) traffic signal settings and optimize these traffic signal settings by using the proposed algorithms. The TRANSYT 15 software is used to simulate the queue dynamics under the optimized traffic signal settings to verify the proposed model. Figure 3a presents the general vehicle queue development along an ordinary approach lane $k$ from arm $i$ [37].

![Figure 3. Cont.](image-url)
Figure 3. Descriptions of the traffic signal system and the methodology. (a) General queue development pattern on approach lane $k$ from arm $i$ under traffic signal control. (b) Flowchart of solving the lane-based problem.
Vehicle arrivals are normally accumulated during the effective red period (i.e., cycle length—effective green period) and held along the road lanes. If the road lanes are physically long enough to hold all the arrivals during the effective red period, there will be no overflow. The maximum queue length is developed at the end of the red time \((1 - q_{i,k})\) (or just before the start of green time), and the maximum queue length will start to dissolve once the green signal duration commences. If a sufficient effective green duration is designed, the entire queue (length) will be discharged, and no residual queue will be carried over to the next signal cycle. Assuming that the traffic demand enters the approach lane continuously even during the green signal period, the desirable green time \(q^*_{i,k}\) should ensure that there is no residual queue in the ideal situation. The duration \(q^*_{i,k}\) can be obtained by setting the equality constraint \(\int_{0}^{\theta_{i,k} + \phi_{i,k}} r_{i,k}(\tau) d\tau = \int_{0}^{\theta_{i,k} + \phi_{i,k}} s_{i,k}(\tau) d\tau\), where \(q_{i,k}\) is the green start time, \(r_{i,k}(\tau)\) is the user-specified function of the traffic demand pattern, and \(s_{i,k}(\tau)\) is the saturation flow rate for approach lane \(k\) from arm \(i\). The purpose of the present study is to develop a mathematical model to optimize the traffic signal settings and lane usage in terms of lane marking patterns to control spatial queue developments. We must therefore estimate the physical holding capacities of the approach road lanes for further analysis. Let \(l_{i,k}\) be the actual length of the approach road lane \(k\) from arm \(i\) (in meters), and let \(L\) be the physical length of a standard vehicle \(v\) plus a nominal length gap between the front and rear bumpers of two consecutive vehicles occupying the road space (in meters/pcu). The lane-holding capacity can then be defined as \(l_{i,k}/L\), which represents the maximum number of standard vehicles that can be held up and occupy the approaching traffic lane (in pcu). Figure 3b shows the flowchart of solving this lane-based problem, which consists of parameter input, optimization output, binary-mixed-integer-linear-program and TRANSYT modelling/simulation. One of the contributions in this paper is to develop a new optimization module to optimize the traffic signal settings including red duration, green duration, cycle times and lane markings altogether in a unified platform. New linear constraint sets have been developed to control the red duration, green duration, and cycle times, which are compatible to the original lane-based model constraint sets. It was already proven by Liu and Wong [37] that the cycle time must be reduced to let through traffic more frequently along short lanes for preventing long vehicle queues. There was one drawback in [37]. The solution resolution was set to be 1 s while reducing the cycle time length sequentially until overflow queues were eliminated. The whole solution process had to be implemented manually through the steps in the flowchart. In this paper, the enhancement is a robust formulation to optimize all of the key model optimization output, binary-mixed-integer-linear-program and TRANSYT modelling/simulation. The proposed TRANSYT model can show the vehicle queues along all lanes within a typical signal cycle while operating with optimized traffic signal settings and optimized lane markings.

3. Lane-Based Optimization for Traffic Signal Settings with Controls in Effective Red Duration Times

3.1. Maximum Effective Red Duration to Avoid Traffic Overflowing

Referring to Figure 3a, vehicle queues are developed during the effective red period. Longer vehicle queues are held along the road lanes if longer effective red times are displayed. Ideally, a maximum effective red duration time (in seconds) should be set for lane \(k\) from arm \(i\) to control the maximum queue length along the road lane as in Equation (1). Note that all notations and their definitions are shown in Appendix A.

\[
R_{i,k}^{\text{max}} \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{l} q_{i,j,k} \cdot \frac{1}{3600} = \frac{l_{i,k}}{L}
\]  

In this formulation, the lane flow \(q_{i,j,k}\) is a set of continuous model variables that depend on the lane marking patterns (binary variables). \(R_{i,k}^{\text{max}}\) is a set of continuous variables that depends on another
set of total lane flow variables $\sum_{j=1}^{I} q_{i,j,k}$ and the actual lane-holding capacity $l_{i,k}/L$ (in pcu). Direct multiplication of these two continuous variables would turn Equation (1) into a nonlinear equation.

$$r_{i,k}^{\text{max}} = \frac{r_{i,k}^{\text{max}}}{\zeta}$$

(2)

With the $r_{i,k}^{\text{max}}$ computed using Equation (1), $r_{i,k}^{\text{max}}$ is defined as the associated effective red duration for a fraction of a signal cycle (= $r_{i,k}^{\text{max}}$/cycle time or $r_{i,k}^{\text{max}}$. $\zeta$). $\zeta$ is the cycle length given by the reciprocal of the actual cycle time. As the cycle time or cycle length is defined as a continuous model variable, Equation (2) is also a nonlinear equation.

Directly including Equations (1) and (2) in the lane-based optimization framework induces nonlinearity, which makes solution process difficult. Thus, Equations (3)–(5) are developed to replace Equations (1) and (2) to model the required solution space. The idea is as follows. For example, if the total lane flow for all movement turns in the approach lane $k$ is 360 pcu/h, which is equivalent to 0.1 pcu/s (assuming an uniform flow arrival pattern), and the lane-holding capacity is 10 pcu, the maximum red time $R_{i,k}^{\text{max}}$ can be up to 100 s for the incoming demand vehicles to queue up horizontally without overflowing. If the cycle time is 120 s, the corresponding $r_{i,k}^{\text{max}}$ is 100/120 = 0.8333. To model these solution conditions in a linear framework, we must develop a series of linear constraint sets in Equations (3)–(5).

$$M\alpha_{i,k} \geq \sum_{j=1}^{I} q_{i,j,k} - \tilde{q}_h(h,H,c_{\text{max}},l_{i,k},L) > -M(1 - \sigma_{i,j,k})$$

$$\forall i \in \{1, \ldots, I\}; k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}; h \in \{1, \ldots, H\}$$

(3)

where $H$ is defined as the total number of discrete segments to discretize the maximum cycle time $c_{\text{max}}$. For example, if $c_{\text{max}} = 120$ s with 1 s model resolution for each segment, $H$ is equal to 120 segments. To increase the solution resolution by using smaller segments, such as 0.5-s segments, $H$ should be increased to 240 segments. To this end, more constraint sets are required. Thus, $h - 1$ is the number of segments required to model the effective green duration. $\tilde{q}_h(h,H,c_{\text{max}},l_{i,k},L)$ in Equation (3) becomes a constant input by the user. Based on the concept of Equation (1), we can calculate all $\tilde{q}_h = \frac{l_{i,k}}{L} \left( \frac{c_{\text{max}}}{c_{\text{max}}(H/(H-1))} \right)$ as exogenous inputs in Equation (3). The value of $h$ should numerically range from 1 to $H$. $\alpha_{i,j,k}$ is a binary variable indicating whether lane $k$ from arm $i$ is overflowing ($\alpha_{i,j,k} = 1$) when the effective green duration is $h - 1$ segments.

Based on users’ exogenous inputs $\tilde{q}_h$, Equations (1) and (2) can be applied again to calculate $r_{i,k}^{\text{max}} = 3600 \cdot \frac{l_{i,k}}{L} \cdot \frac{1}{\tilde{q}_h} \cdot \zeta$ as another set of exogenous inputs for Equations (4) and (5).

$$M(\sigma_h = 1_{i,j,k} + \sigma_{h+1} = 2_{i,j,k}) \geq r_{i,k}^{\text{max}} - \sum_{h=1}^{H} -M(\sigma_h = 1_{i,j,k} + \sigma_{h+1} = 2_{i,j,k})$$

$$\forall i \in \{1, \ldots, I\}; k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$$

(4)

Whenever both $\alpha_{i,j,k}$ and $\alpha_{i,j,k+1}$ are zero, especially for the case of $h = 1$, Equation (4) can be used to assign the longest available effective red duration $r_{i,k}^{\text{max}}$ to the variable $r_{i,k}^{\text{max}}$, which implies that the assigned lane flow in the approach lane $k$ is very small, and the cumulative queue length will not lead to overflow, even when the longest red duration is assigned.

Similarly, the solution process checks all approach lanes for their assigned lane flow intensities to ensure that the maximum effective red times are derived without triggering the overflow conditions. Equation (5) continues to search within the traffic signal cycle in all discretized time segments till the end at $H - 1$.

$$M(1 - \sigma_{i,j,k} + \sigma_{i,j,k+1}) \geq r_{i,k}^{\text{max}} - M(1 - \sigma_{i,j,k} + \sigma_{i,j,k})$$

$$\forall i \in \{1, \ldots, I\}; k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}; h \in \{1, \ldots, H - 1\}$$

(5)

To effectively merge the effective red time requirements as restricted by the linear constraint sets in Equations (3)–(5), Equation (6) is developed as the key interface to link it with the existing
lane-based optimization framework. Within a signal cycle, the cycle time should be the sum of the effective green and red durations. In the proposed lane-based optimization framework, \(1 - (\phi_{i,k} + e)\) represents the effective red duration, which should always be less than the maximum effective red duration, as required in Equation (6), where \(e\) is the time difference between the effective green and actual display green durations.

Equation (7) is required to ensure that the designed minimum effective red duration is always longer than the user-specified minimum red duration \(R_{\text{min}}\) as a basic safety requirement.

3.2. Input Demand Flow Conservation

Considering the definitions in [22],

\[
\mu Q_{i,j} = \sum_{k=1}^{K_i} q_{i,j,k}, \forall i = \{1, \ldots, I\}, j = \{1, \ldots, J|j \neq i\}
\] (8)

where \(Q_{i,j}\) is the users’ input demand flow for movement turns from arm \(i\) to arm \(j\), \(K_i\) is the total number of approach lanes from arm \(i\), and \(N\) is the total number of arms at the intersection. Equation (8) is the flow conservation equation for controlling the assigned lane flows to match the demand flow patterns.

3.3. Minimum Lane Marking on Approach Lanes

Equation (9) is used to control the binary lane marking variable \(\delta_{i,j,k}\) to ensure that at least one lane marking is optimized for each approach lane \(k\). All approach traffic lanes should be utilized to serve the assigned lane flows [38].

\[
\sum_{j = 1}^{I} \delta_{i,j,k} \geq 1, \forall i = \{1, \ldots, I\}; k \in \{1, \ldots, K_i\}
\] (9)

3.4. Maximum Lane Marking for Exit

Equation (10) is used to prevent the total number of lane markings for a turn at an upstream junction from exceeding the total number of exit lanes to enter the downstream lanes to avoid unnecessary traffic merging.

\[
\xi_{Z(i,j)} \geq \sum_{k=1}^{K_i} \delta_{i,j,k}, \forall i = \{1, \ldots, I\}, j = \{1, \ldots, J|j \neq i\}
\] (10)

where \(Z(i, j)\) is a user-defined function for identifying the downstream traffic arm receiving traffic from the upstream intersection turning from arm \(i\) to arm \(j\), and \(\xi_{Z(i,j)}\) is the total number of exit lanes available at the downstream lanes to receive the turning traffic.

3.5. Compatible Lane Markings Across Adjacent Approach Lanes

Equations (11) and (12) are used to avoid any likely internal clash of traffic within the same arm for different movement turns [38]. Practically, left-turn traffic should not be assigned to right-hand lanes.
because the left-turn traffic movement could possibly clash with the right-turn or straight-ahead traffic movements if the latter are assigned to some left-hand lanes. In an arm, traffic turnings should be controlled, and their effective green durations should be well arranged to separate their rights-of-way. Thus, the lane markings on adjacent lanes within an arm should be governed using Equations (11) and (12).

\[ 1 - \delta_{i,j,k+1} \geq \delta_{i,m,k} \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, l\} \wedge j \in \{1, \ldots, l \} \wedge k \in \{1, \ldots, l\} \]

(11)

\[ 1 - \delta_{i,j,k+1} \geq \delta_{i,m,k} \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, l\} \wedge j \in \{1, \ldots, l \} \wedge k \in \{1, \ldots, l\} \]

(12)

where the function \( \overline{Y}(i,j) = 1 \) represents a left-turn movement, \( \overline{Y}(i,j) = 2 \) represents a straight-ahead movement, and \( \overline{Y}(i,j) = 3 \) represents a right-turn movement for traffic turning from arm \( i \) to arm \( j \) at the intersection.

3.6. Operating Range of Cycle Length

Equation (13) is developed to provide a suitable operating range of the cycle length \( \zeta \) (reciprocal of cycle time \( c \)). Users may specify the minimum bound \( c_{\text{min}} \) and the maximum bound \( c_{\text{max}} \) for optimizing the operating cycle length [38].

\[
\frac{1}{c_{\text{min}}} \geq \zeta \geq \frac{1}{c_{\text{max}}}
\]

(13)

3.7. Synchronization of Traffic Signal Settings for Approach Lanes and Movement Turns

Equations (14) and (15) are required to ensure that the signal timing display patterns, including the starts and durations of the green times, are consistent across approach lanes and movement turns. The lane marking variables state the actual lane usages. The traffic signals for controlling the traffic turns must be identical to the movement turns in the lanes [38].

\[
M(1 - \delta_{i,j,k}) \geq \Theta_{i,k} - \theta_{i,j} \geq -M(1 - \delta_{i,j,k}) \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, l\} \wedge j \in \{1, \ldots, l \} \wedge k \in \{1, \ldots, l\}
\]

(14)

\[
M(1 - \delta_{i,j,k}) \geq \Phi_{i,k} - \phi_{i,j} \geq -M(1 - \delta_{i,j,k}) \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, l\} \wedge j \in \{1, \ldots, l \} \wedge k \in \{1, \ldots, l\}
\]

(15)

3.8. Start of Green Durations within the Signal Cycle

Equation (16) is used to provide a suitable solution range for the start of green duration variables. In the present formulation, traffic signal timings are repeated cyclically. Thus, the green start times must be optimized within a signal cycle [38].

\[
1 \geq \theta_{i,j} \geq 0 \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, l\} \wedge j \in \{1, \ldots, l \} \wedge j \neq i
\]

(16)

3.9. Maximum and Minimum Ranges of Green Durations

Equation (17) ensures that the maximum green duration is one signal cycle, and the minimum green duration is longer than the user-specified minimum green time \( g_{i,j} \) [38].

\[
1 \geq \phi_{i,j} \geq g_{i,j} \zeta \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, l\} \wedge j \in \{1, \ldots, l \} \wedge j \neq i
\]

(17)
3.10. Regulating the Order of Conflicting Traffic Signal Settings

Equation (18) ensures that any pair of conflicting movements, including vehicular (traffic from different arms) and pedestrian phases, are ordered sequentially to receive the right-of-way in a signal cycle \[38\].

\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega_{i,j,m} + \Omega_{i,m,j} &= 1, \forall i = \{1, \ldots, l\}, j = \{1, \ldots, l' \mid j \neq i \}, l = \{1, \ldots, l' \mid l \neq i \}, m = \{1, \ldots, l'' \mid m \neq l \}, ((i, j), (l, m)) \in \Psi_s
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\Psi_s\) is a set of conflicting movements at the intersection, as defined by users.

3.11. Minimum Clearance Time to Separate Conflicting Movements

Equation (19) provides adequate clearance (or inter-green) time to separate the right-of-way of conflicting movements in the traffic signal settings \[38\].

\[
\theta_{l,m} + \Omega_{i,j,m} + M\left(2 - \delta_{i,j,k} - \delta_{i,j,m,n}\right) \geq \theta_{i,j} + \phi_{i,j} + \omega_{i,j,m,n} \zeta, \forall i = \{1, \ldots, l\}; \\
\quad j = \{1, \ldots, l' \mid j \neq i \}, l = \{1, \ldots, l' \mid l \neq i \}; \\
\quad m = \{1, \ldots, l'' \mid m \neq l \}, ((i, j), (l, m)) \in \Psi_s
\]

where \(M\) is an arbitrary large positive constant number, and \(\omega_{i,j,m,n}\) is a user-specified minimum clearance time for a pair of conflicting traffic movements \(((i, j), (l, m)) \in \Psi_s\).

3.12. Eliminating Redundant Lane Markings

Equations (20) and (21) prevent one from designing lane markings for traffic movements with zero demand flows \[38\].

\[
\begin{align*}
MQ_{i,j} &\geq \sum_{k=1}^{K_i} \delta_{i,j,k}, \forall i = \{1, \ldots, l\}, j = \{1, \ldots, l' \mid j \neq i \} \\
M\delta_{i,j,k} &\geq q_{i,j,k} \geq 0, \forall i = \{1, \ldots, l\}, j = \{1, \ldots, l' \mid j \neq i \}, k \in \{1, \ldots, K_i\}
\end{align*}
\]

3.13. Identical Flow Factors Across Adjacent Lanes with Identical Lane Markings

Equation (22) forces the flow factors for a pair of adjacent lanes to be identical if identical lane markings are designed \[38\].

\[
\begin{align*}
M(2 - \delta_{i,j,k} - \delta_{i,j,k+1}) &\geq \frac{1}{\bar{q}_{i,j,k}} \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{l} q_{i,j,k} + \frac{15}{\bar{q}_{i,j,k}} \left( q_{i,j,k+1} + q_{i,j,m,k} \right) \right\}^{-}, \forall i = \{1, \ldots, l\}, l = \{1, \ldots, l' \mid \bar{Y}(i, l) = 1 \}, m = \{1, \ldots, l' \mid \bar{Y}(i, m) = 3 \}, k \in \{1, \ldots, K_i - 1\}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\bar{q}_{i,j}\) and \(\bar{q}_{i,j,k+1}\) are the constant lane saturation flows for straight-ahead movements on approach lanes \(k\) and \(k + 1\), respectively.
3.14. Restricting the Maximum Acceptable Degree of Saturation

Equation (23) is used to evaluate the degree of saturation for approach lanes. As a safety factor, a user-specified maximum flow-to-capacity ratio is set as the maximum limit.

\[ \Phi_{i,k} + \epsilon \zeta \geq \frac{1}{p_{i,k}} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{l \neq i} q_{i,j,k} + \frac{1}{r_{i,j,k}} (q_{i,j,k} + q_{i,m,k}) \right), \forall i = \{1, \ldots, l\}; \]

\[ l = \{1, \ldots, l | \gamma(i,l) = 1\}, m = \{1, \ldots, l | \gamma(i,m) = 3\}, k \in \{1, \ldots, K\} \]

where \( p_{i,k} (\approx 90\%) \) is the maximum degree of saturation on lane \( k \) from arm \( i \) at the intersection, and \( \epsilon \) is the difference between the actual and effective green times (usually taken as 1 s).

3.15. Objective Function by Maximizing Common Flow Multiplier \( \mu \)

In the present study, we optimize the traffic signal settings together with the lane marking patterns to strictly control the queue length development without inducing overflow. It is well known that if the optimized common flow multiplier \( \mu \) is higher than 1.0 numerically for an intersection, the intersection is considered unsaturated, implying that all incoming traffic can leave the intersection at the end of a signal cycle. If \( \mu \) is less than 1.0 in the optimization process, the intersection is considered overloaded. Not all incoming traffic can leave the intersection at the end of a signal cycle, and a residual queue exists. These residual queues occupy space and reduce the holding capacity of road lanes. Thus, overflow can occur more easily. Maximizing the common flow multiplier to maintain an unsaturated condition leads to a stable control system. Moreover, when formulating the optimization problem in a linear optimization framework, the standard branch and bound method can be used to optimize the global optimum solution. Therefore, it is proposed in the present study to directly optimize the common flow multiplier \( \mu \) subject to the linear constraint sets in Equations (3)–(23). The resultant problem becomes a binary mixed integer linear program, which can be solved with a well-known solver based on the simplex method implemented in the C programming language, which is called CPLEX solver.

4. Case Study for Demonstration

4.1. Background

For demonstration, the enhanced lane-based method is used to solve the most complicated signal-controlled intersection on Hong Kong Island. This intersection is located in Wan Chai between Hennessy Road and Fleming Road, as shown in Figure 4. It is a four-arm intersection with left-turn, straight-ahead, and right-turn traffic movements from all arms and pedestrian crossings at the intersection that are perpendicular to all traffic lanes. Figure 5 shows the existing settings of the lane marking patterns and pedestrian crossing arrangements. A manual classified count survey was conducted at the intersection to record turning flow patterns covering the morning-, off-, and evening-peak periods. Table 1 lists all of the observed traffic counts at the study intersection, which was adopted in [20]. The existing traffic signal settings, including green start, duration, and cycle times, were surveyed, and are also listed in Table 1.
Figure 4. The case study 4-arm intersection with short lanes.

Figure 5. Geometric layout and existing lane markings of the example junction.
Table 1. Traffic demand pattern, existing signal settings and junction performances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From Arm, $i$</th>
<th>To Arm, $j$</th>
<th>Morning Peak</th>
<th>Off Peak</th>
<th>Evening Peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Demand (pcu/h)</td>
<td>Green Start/Duration (s)</td>
<td>Demand (pcu/h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0.0/23.0</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>305</td>
<td></td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>199</td>
<td></td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>29.0/15.0</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>543</td>
<td></td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>50.5/17.0</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>171</td>
<td></td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>74.0/25.0</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>514</td>
<td></td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Existing cycle length 105.0 s 105.0 s 115.0 s
Existing R.C. 17.24% 7.74% 4.75%
Existing total delay $^1$ 31.45 pcu 39.54 pcu 35.02 pcu

$^1$ Webster’s simplified two-term delay function is applied for evaluating the average delay.
Traffic lanes have different widths (i.e., different saturation flows or discharge rates) and lengths with different spatial holding capacities. Hennessy Road is a major road. There are four approach lanes and three exit lanes for both eastbound and westbound traffic. Fleming Road is a minor road with two approach lanes and two exit lanes for both southbound and northbound traffic. The widths of various lanes were recorded at the site, and are presented in Figure 5 to calculate the lane saturation flows. To model the actual spatial holding capacities of all the approach lanes, the physical road lengths (from the intersection to its upstream intersections) were measured. The lane lengths along Hennessy Road = 90 m for Arms 2 and 4, and the lane lengths along Fleming Road = 30 m for Arms 1 and 3. We assume the standard vehicle length for 1 pcu is 5 m and there exists a 1 m safety gap between consecutive pairs of vehicles. Thus, \( L_o = 6 \) m is set. The spatial holding capacity of the approach lanes from Arms 1 and 3 are 5 pcu and that of the approach lanes from Arms 2 and 4 are 15 pcu. Therefore, the approach lanes from Arms 1 and 3 are short lanes and expected to overflow easily depending on the incoming traffic intensities. The turning radii of all of the left- and right-turn movements from all approach lanes are assumed to be 12 m, and this value is used to revise the lane saturation flows whenever turning traffic existed in the approach lanes. The minimum green and clearance (inter-green) times to separate conflicting movements are all set to be 6 s. According to the observed traffic patterns and traffic signal settings, the intersection capacities across all the peak periods are with positive reserve capacities (RC), implying that no residual queue should exist at the end of a signal cycle at the intersection.

Based on Equation (1) with the inputs mentioned above, the maximum effective red durations are 
\[
R^{\text{max}}_{i=1,k=1} = 54.40 \text{ s} \quad \text{and} \quad R^{\text{max}}_{i=1,k=2} = 50.98 \text{ s}
\]
for the nearside and non-nears ide lanes, respectively, in the morning-peak period. The observed effective red duration for both the nearside and non-near side lanes is 81.0 s \((=105-23-1)\), as given in Table 1. This simply implies that although the R.C. is positive in the morning-peak period, the approach lanes from Arm 1 overflowed. Indeed, all of the short approach lanes from Arms \( i = 1 \) and 3 overflow in all study periods. Therefore, we apply the same intersection settings for optimization using the proposed algorithms to avoid the overflow condition. The relevant optimization results are presented in Section 4.2.

4.2. Optimization Results Using the Proposed Optimization Algorithms

Having introduced the background of the study intersection, we find that the observed traffic signal settings are unreliable in practical operation. Overflow can occur along the short approach lanes from Arms \( i = 1 \) and 3. To avoid this, we apply the proposed optimization algorithm for this study intersection to examine its effectiveness in tackling the lane overflow problem. We maximize the common flow multiplier subject to the linear constraint sets in Equations (3)–(23). Details of the modeling results are given in Tables 2–4 for the morning-, off-, and evening-peak periods, respectively. The optimized lane marking patterns are shown in Figure 6 [37]. One additional right-turn lane marking is added to approach lane \( k = 3 \) from Arm \( i = 2 \) to the existing design. Lane markings on the short lanes from Arms \( i = 1 \) and 3 have no changes. Tables 2–4 list the optimization results for the traffic signal settings in various study periods, including lane traffic flows, turning proportions, flow factors, starts and durations of green times, and maximum spatial queue lengths. The maximum queue lengths along the approaching traffic lanes from Arms 1 and 3 are lower than their respective spatial holding capacities. These results prove that the optimized traffic signal settings are superior and more reliable for practical operations.

To examine the effectiveness of the optimized signal timings with very different green durations and cycle times from the optimization results in Tables 2–4, the vehicle queuing patterns are plotted in Figures 7–9 for the morning-, off-, and evening-peak periods, respectively. The vertical axis represents the queue length in pcu, and the horizontal axis represents the time in seconds. As the corresponding common flow multipliers are all positive, no residual queues are left for the next cycle. The short lanes are from Arms \( i = 1 \) and 3 with relatively small spatial holding capacities of 5.0 pcu. The approach lanes from these critical arms can hold their maximum queues without exceeding their respective lane-holding capacities. The optimized traffic signal settings can control the incoming traffic without overflowing and blocking back upstream lanes.
Table 2. Details of optimization results in the morning-peak period with cycle time = 65.99 s and common flow multiplier \( \mu = 1.295 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From Arm, i</th>
<th>Lane, k</th>
<th>To Arm, j</th>
<th>( \sum_{i,j,k} q_{i,j,k} )</th>
<th>Turning Proportion</th>
<th>Saturation Flow (pcu/h)</th>
<th>Flow Factor</th>
<th>Start of Green (s)</th>
<th>Duration of Green (s)</th>
<th>Maximum Queue Length (pcu)</th>
<th>TRANSYT CTM's Maximum Queue Length (pcu)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>180.0</td>
<td>150.9</td>
<td>330.9</td>
<td>0.5440</td>
<td>1886.71</td>
<td>0.1754</td>
<td>14.88</td>
<td>13.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>154.1</td>
<td>199.0</td>
<td>353.1</td>
<td>0.5636</td>
<td>2013.17</td>
<td>0.1754</td>
<td>14.88</td>
<td>13.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>103.0</td>
<td>105.6</td>
<td>208.6</td>
<td>0.4938</td>
<td>1803.68</td>
<td>0.1157</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>8.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>237.7</td>
<td>237.7</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>2055.00</td>
<td>0.1157</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>199.7</td>
<td>233.5</td>
<td>0.1445</td>
<td>2018.54</td>
<td>0.1157</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>211.3</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1826.67</td>
<td>0.1157</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>8.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>171.0</td>
<td>224.7</td>
<td>0.7610</td>
<td>1812.57</td>
<td>0.1240</td>
<td>34.87</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>3.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>254.3</td>
<td>0.2871</td>
<td>2051.39</td>
<td>0.1240</td>
<td>34.87</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1826.67</td>
<td>0.1240</td>
<td>34.87</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarks: 1. Shaded cells refer to U-turn movements that do not exist; 2.—no lane marking is designed and thus no lane flow is assigned.

Table 3. Details of optimization results in the off-peak period with cycle time = 71.52 s and common flow multiplier \( \mu = 1.207 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From Arm, i</th>
<th>Lane, k</th>
<th>To Arm, j</th>
<th>( \sum_{i,j,k} q_{i,j,k} )</th>
<th>Turning Proportion</th>
<th>Saturation Flow (pcu/h)</th>
<th>Flow Factor</th>
<th>Start of Green (s)</th>
<th>Duration of Green (s)</th>
<th>Maximum Queue Length (pcu)</th>
<th>TRANSYT CTM's Maximum Queue Length (pcu)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>118.0</td>
<td>182.8</td>
<td>300.8</td>
<td>0.3922</td>
<td>1920.83</td>
<td>0.1566</td>
<td>35.53</td>
<td>12.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>227.0</td>
<td>309.2</td>
<td>0.7343</td>
<td>1973.83</td>
<td>0.1566</td>
<td>35.53</td>
<td>12.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>252.0</td>
<td>0.6032</td>
<td>1780.73</td>
<td>0.1415</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>11.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>290.8</td>
<td>290.8</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>2055.00</td>
<td>0.1415</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>11.21</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>254.2</td>
<td>286.7</td>
<td>0.3134</td>
<td>2026.28</td>
<td>0.1415</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>11.21</td>
<td>4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>258.5</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1826.67</td>
<td>0.1415</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>11.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>264.9</td>
<td>0.6605</td>
<td>1833.61</td>
<td>0.1445</td>
<td>54.05</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>130.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>291.1</td>
<td>0.4398</td>
<td>2014.27</td>
<td>0.1445</td>
<td>54.05</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>264.8</td>
<td>0.6721</td>
<td>1766.58</td>
<td>0.1499</td>
<td>17.60</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>308.1</td>
<td>308.1</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>2055.00</td>
<td>0.1499</td>
<td>17.60</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>5.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>308.1</td>
<td>308.1</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>2055.00</td>
<td>0.1499</td>
<td>17.60</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>5.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>282.0</td>
<td>282.0</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1826.67</td>
<td>0.1544</td>
<td>17.21</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarks: 1. Shaded cells refer to U-turn movements that do not exist; 2.—no lane marking is designed and thus no lane flow is assigned.
Table 4. Details of optimization results in the evening-peak period with cycle time = 73.17s and common flow multiplier 1.386.multiplier = 1.386.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From Arm, i</th>
<th>Lane, k</th>
<th>To Arm, j</th>
<th>Total Lane Flow, ∑<em>j q</em>{i,j,k} (veh)</th>
<th>Turning Proportion</th>
<th>Saturation Flow (pcu/h)</th>
<th>Flow Factor</th>
<th>Start of Green (s)</th>
<th>Duration of Green (s)</th>
<th>Maximum Queue Length (pcu)</th>
<th>TRANSYT 15 Maximum Queue Length (pcu)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>131.0</td>
<td>271.0</td>
<td>0.4834</td>
<td>1900.19</td>
<td>0.1426</td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>282.0</td>
<td>0.7199</td>
<td>1977.09</td>
<td>0.1426</td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>140.0</td>
<td>186.3</td>
<td>0.7516</td>
<td>1750.53</td>
<td>0.1064</td>
<td>19.46</td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>218.7</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>2055.00</td>
<td>0.1064</td>
<td>19.46</td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>4.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>210.1</td>
<td>0.0351</td>
<td>2046.03</td>
<td>0.1064</td>
<td>19.46</td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>4.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>194.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>194.4</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1826.67</td>
<td>0.1064</td>
<td>19.46</td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>198.0</td>
<td>272.3</td>
<td>0.7272</td>
<td>1819.60</td>
<td>0.1496</td>
<td>53.00</td>
<td>14.17</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>207.7</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>305.7</td>
<td>0.3206</td>
<td>2043.13</td>
<td>0.1496</td>
<td>53.00</td>
<td>14.17</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>258.4</td>
<td>258.4</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>2055.00</td>
<td>0.1257</td>
<td>35.25</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>258.4</td>
<td>258.4</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>2055.00</td>
<td>0.1257</td>
<td>35.25</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>188.0</td>
<td>188.0</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1826.67</td>
<td>0.1029</td>
<td>35.25</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarks: 1. Shaded cells refer to U-turn movements that do not exist; 2.—no lane marking is designed and thus no lane flow is assigned.
To examine the effectiveness of the optimized signal timings with very different green durations and cycle times from the optimization results in Tables 2–4, the vehicle queuing patterns are plotted in Figures 7–9 for the morning-, off-, and evening-peak periods, respectively. The vertical axis represents the queue length in pcu, and the horizontal axis represents the time in seconds. As the corresponding common flow multipliers are all positive, no residual queues are left for the next cycle. The short lanes are from Arms $i = 1$ and 3 with relatively small spatial holding capacities of 5.0 pcu. The approach lanes from these critical arms can hold their maximum queues without exceeding their respective lane-holding capacities. The optimized traffic signal settings can control the incoming traffic without overflowing and blocking back upstream lanes.

Figure 6. Optimized lane marking patterns for the case study intersection.

Figure 7. Queue length (in pcu) against time (from start to end of a signal cycle in seconds) from the optimized traffic signal settings in morning-peak period.

Figure 8. Queue length (in pcu) against time (from start to end of a signal cycle in seconds) from the optimized traffic signal settings in off-peak period.
Figure 7. Queue length (in pcu) against time (from start to end of a signal cycle in seconds) from the optimized traffic signal settings in morning-peak period.

Figure 8. Queue length (in pcu) against time (from start to end of a signal cycle in seconds) from the optimized traffic signal settings in off-peak period.

Figure 9. Queue length (in pcu) against time (from start to end of a signal cycle in seconds) from the optimized traffic signal settings in evening-peak period.

4.3. Evaluations of Optimization Results Using the TRANSYT 15 Simulation Module

In the case study intersection, the maximum queue lengths are generally longer than the lane-holding capacities in all study periods under control using the observed signal timings. Thus, the approach traffic lanes from Arms \( i = 1 \) and 3 overflow. According to the results reported in the previous section, all the maximum queue lengths are within the lane-holding capacities for the entire intersection when the optimized traffic signal settings are implemented. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed enhanced lane-based optimization method that considers the spatial capacities of all
the approach traffic lanes. To evaluate the proposed optimization framework, the maximum queue lengths are the key parameters that should be studied. Overflow occurs if the maximum queue lengths are too long for the physical holding capacities of the approach lanes. A TRANSYT 15 simulation is developed to model the case study intersection by taking the enhanced lane-based optimization model results as inputs. The optimized intersection layout is built in the TRANSYT 15 platform, including the approach and exit lane details. According to the optimized lane marking results, the approach lanes should be properly connected to the various exit lanes in the TRANSYT 15 modeling platform. We then prepare the entry flow patterns based on the observed traffic counts listed in Table 1. Then, we add the optimized turning flows to the fixed flow by using the path menu of the OD matrix data. By using the controller stream menu, we can input the traffic signal groupings based on the optimized traffic signal settings, minimum clearance times for incompatible traffic streams, and optimized cycle time. The optimized signal timing sequence for regulating the traffic movement patterns within a signal cycle should be entered in the phase library. In the resulting phase menu, the exact green start and green end times for all phases are input based on the optimized signal settings. In the traffic option menu, the CTM is selected as the traffic model. In the traffic stream menu, the lane saturation flow figures are specified according to the optimization results. Moreover, cruise speed and turning radius are input into the CTM by using the traffic stream flow menu. After these data are input, the CTM is ready to run. After including the relevant optimization results and turning demand flow inputs during the morning-peak period in the CTM, the simulation results and the queue length development details for all approach lanes are captured in Figures 10–12 for one typical signal cycle. The red bars along different approach lanes represent the queue lengths for various simulated signal cycles. Notably, all circles are green in the TRANSYT model at the ends of all approach lanes throughout the signal cycle, thus confirming that there is no overflow in all the arms at the intersection. Moreover, the vehicle queue development patterns along different approach lanes in the CTM are consistent with the optimized queuing patterns in Figure 7. For example, along the short lanes from Arm 1, the maximum queue length, which is represented by the longest red bar in Figures 10–12, appears at approximately 15 s, and it is consistent with the Arm 1 pattern in Figure 7. If we follow the changing patterns of the green bars in Figures 10–12, the flow movement patterns can be traced. The numerical results of the maximum queue lengths obtained using the simulation model are given in the last columns of Tables 2–4.

4.4. Application of Proposed Optimization Framework to Manage Residual Queues

We apply the proposed optimization method to maximize the common flow multiplier subject to the governing constraint sets. We find that the RCs in all study periods are positive and the optimized traffic signal settings were effective for controlling the demand traffic without the occurrence of overflow. Another implication of a positive reserve capacity result is that there should be no residual queue at the intersection after each signal cycle. We now apply the proposed optimization model to manage a more difficult condition with a residual queue from the previous signal cycle. Due to the existence of this residual queue, the respective lane-holding capacities should be reduced to change the initial model conditions. It is expected that the optimized traffic signal settings will be changed to dissolve the vehicle queues. By using the proposed algorithm, we can model the existence of the residual queue by reducing the lane-holding capacity from $l_{ij}/l_{ij}$ to $l_{ij} / l_{ij}$ minus residual queue length in Equation (1). Then, $R^\text{max}_h$ will decrease accordingly by $R^\text{max}_h = 3600 \left( \frac{l_{ij}}{T_{ij}} - \text{residual queue length} \right) \cdot \frac{1}{\delta} \cdot \zeta$.

Equations (4) and (5) should be revised accordingly. However, the effective green duration should be identical to that in the previous optimization results, as if the residual queue does not exist. Using an additional equality constraint set, the green duration $\phi_{i,k}$ should be set to be equal to that in the previous optimization result. As a numerical demonstration, we set the residual queue length to 0 (as Application 1), 1 (as Application 2), and 2 (as Application 3) in approach lane $k = 1$ from arm $i = 1$ for optimization. With these revised model inputs, the proposed lane-based model could be applied to maximize the common flow multiplier $\mu$. In Applications 1 and 2, the reduced cycle time (from 73.17 s to 61.0 s) shortens the effective red duration for arm $i = 1$, thus preventing excess demand flows from
entering lane $k = 1$ and causing overflow in the system. The optimized common flow multiplier is $1.154 > 1.0$. No residual queue is found at the end of the signal cycle. However, for the residual queue length of 2, the optimization result gives a common flow multiplier of less than 1.0, implying that the intersection is overloaded with a residual queue under the control of the traffic signal settings, even when the optimized cycle time is further reduced to 55.0 s.

![Figure 10. Simulation results for the morning-peak period. Simulation time (a) 0 s; (b) 5 s; (c) 10 s; (d) 15 s; (e) 20 s; (f) 25 s.](image-url)
Figure 11. Simulation results for the morning-peak period. Simulation time (a) 30 s; (b) 35 s; (c) 40 s; (d) 45 s; (e) 50 s; (f) 55 s.
5. Conclusions

In the original lane-based modeling framework, the point-queue approach yields unreliable traffic signal settings, leading to spatial queues longer than the existing lane lengths. Without accounting for the lane-holding capacities, the lane-based method tends to optimize the traffic signal settings in terms of the maximum allowable cycle length. The enhanced lane-based model with new design constraint sets to restrict the effective red, effective green, and cycle durations can prevent traffic overflow that will block the traffic upstream. The proposed constraint sets are fully compatible with the original lane-based optimization framework. By maximizing the common flow multiplier, the design problem is formulated as a binary-mixed-integer linear programming problem that can be solved using the standard CPLEX solver. Several busy and complex signal-controlled intersections in Hong Kong have been selected in the case study. The proposed model is applied to refine the traffic signal settings to eliminate traffic overflow in short lanes. All short lanes are overloaded under the observed traffic signal control plans. The situation is fully repaired using the proposed optimization model. The results are simulated using the TRANSYT 15 package to verify the proposed model. From the results, it is shown that the maximum queue lengths along the approaching traffic lanes are lower than their respective spatial holding capacities. The optimized traffic signal settings are superior and more reliable for practical operations. The optimized traffic signal settings can control the incoming traffic without overflowing and blocking back upstream lanes. Using the proposed additional equality constraint set, the green duration should be set to be equal to that in the optimization result. Moreover, more practical constraints (e.g., vehicle emission and traffic noise) or the effect of the number of lanes may be considered in future works.
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Appendix A

To formulate the proposed traffic signal refinement procedures, a signal-controlled intersection with \( I \) traffic arms and \( K_i \) approaching traffic lanes from each arm \( i \) are considered. For each arm
i, traffic lanes are numbered consecutively from 1 to \(K_i\), starting from the curbside lane (near the pavement). Other symbols used are as follows [38]:

- \(i, l\) Arm \(i\) or \(m\) of a signal-controlled intersection
- \(j, m\) Destination (exit) arm \(j\) or \(n\) of a signal-controlled intersection
- \(k\) Approaching traffic lane \(k\)
- \(q_{i,j,k}\) Rate of a turning movement from arm \(i\) to arm \(j\) on lane \(k\)
- \(r_{i,j,k}\) Turning radius for traffic on lane \(k\) turn from arm \(i\) to arm \(j\)
- \(s_{i,j,k}(t)\) Saturation flow (discharge) rate on lane \(k\) from leg \(i\) at time \(t\)
- \(c\) Cycle time (in seconds)
- \(\zeta\) Cycle length (reciprocal of cycle time = \(1/c\))
- \(c_{\text{max}}\) Maximum cycle time (in seconds)
- \(\theta_{i,k}\) Green start time for traffic movement(s) on approach lane \(k\) from arm \(i\)
- \(\phi_{i,k}\) Green duration for traffic movement(s) on approach lane \(k\) from arm \(i\)
- \(\delta_{i,j,k}\) Minimum green duration for traffic movement(s) on approach lane \(k\) from arm \(i\) to arm \(j\)
- \(\gamma_{i,k}^*\) Required green duration of approach lane \(k\) from leg \(i\) to prevent the maximum vehicle queue length from exceeding physical holding capacity
- \(\gamma_{i,k}^0\) Green duration required without leaving residue vehicle queues on approach lane \(k\) from leg \(i\)
- \(\Phi_{i,j}\) Green start time for traffic movement from arm \(i\) to arm \(j\)
- \(\Omega_{i,j,m,n}\) Green duration for traffic movement from arm \(i\) to arm \(j\) (\(=1\) permitted or \(=0\) not permitted)
- \(\beta_{i,j,k}\) Binary variable to show the existence of a lane-marking arrow on approach lane \(k\) turning from arm \(i\) to arm \(j\) (\(=1\) permitted or \(=0\) not permitted)
- \(\Omega_{i,j,m,n}\) Successor function controlling two incompatible signal groups (\(i, j\) and \((l,m)\))
- \(l_{i,k}\) Physical road length of approach lane \(k\) from arm \(i\) (in meters)
- \(L_v\) Physical length of a standard vehicle plus a gap between front and rear bumpers of two consecutive vehicles occupying actual road space (in meters)
- \(R_{\text{max}}\) Maximum effective red time on approach lane \(k\) from arm \(i\) (in seconds)
- \(c_{\text{max}}\) Maximum effective red duration on approach lane \(k\) from arm \(i\)
- \(H\) Total number of discrete time segments to model the cycle time
- \(\tau\) Segment length to represent the length of signal timing
- \(\varphi_{h}\) Users’ flow input when effective red time length equals \(h\) time segments in which this exogenous flow value (assuming the standard vehicle length \(L_v\)) is considered to be the maximum limit that the road lane \(k\) from arm \(i\) of physical length \(l_{i,k}\) can hold serving as the maximum spatial holding capacity and the resolution of the flow value would depend on \(H\) and \(c_{\text{max}}\)
- \(\sigma_{h,i,k}\) A binary variable to specify the lane \(k\) from arm \(i\) is overflowed (\(=1\)) if the length of effective red time equals \(h\) time segments in length is given or otherwise (\(=0\) if not overflowed
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